Population coding accuracy can be studied using Fisher information. Here the Fisher information and correlation functions are determined analytically for a network of coupled spiking neurons with a more general than Poisson stochastic dynamics. It is shown that stimulus-driven temporal correlations between neurons always increase the Fisher information, whereas stimulus-independent correlations need not do so. Additionally, we find that for subthreshold stimuli there is some nonzero level of noise for which network coding is optimal. We also find that the Fisher information is larger for purely excitatory than for purely inhibitory networks, but only in a limited range of values of synaptic coupling strengths. In most cases the dependence of the Fisher information on time is linear, except for excitatory networks with strong synaptic couplings and for strong stimuli. In the latter case this dependence shows two distinct regimes: fast and slow. For excitatory networks short-term synaptic depression can improve the coding accuracy significantly, whereas short-term facilitation can lower the coding accuracy. For inhibitory networks, coding accuracy is insensitive to short-term synaptic dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information-theoretic approaches in computational neuroscience have become more popular recently ͓1-8͔. One of the reasons for this is that information theory can provide not only qualitative but also quantitative descriptions of neural encoding. Neural encoding can be studied by measuring neural responses in sensory systems as a function of an external stimulus. Based on those responses one can estimate what was the value of encoded variable ͓2,10-15͔; for a review, see Ref. ͓16͔. In the presence of noise in a neural network it is not trivial to decode accurately some variable x from the activity pattern ͕s͖ of the population of neurons. On a trial to trial basis there will be a discrepancy between a true value x of a stimulus and its estimated value x est (͕s͖). Since human and animal performances in sensory and motor tasks are often very reliable, one can anticipate that the nervous system usually tries to minimize that discrepancy.
In information theory there are useful quantities for investigating the accuracy of population coding. One of them is the standard mutual information between the input and output of the system; a second, less often used quantity, is called Fisher information ͓17͔. Both of these quantities measure the degree of correlation between an input and an output. The Fisher information measures information about a given value of the stimulus, whereas the mutual information measures information about a distribution of possible values. In this work we consider the Fisher information.
The Fisher information I F (x) is a measure of the encoding accuracy of some quantity x, because it is related to the lower bound of the variance of the estimator x est , which is equal to ͗(x est Ϫx) 2 ͘, by an expression
where ͗x est n ͘ϭ͚ ͕s͖ P͓͕s͖;x͔x est n (͕s͖); i.e. symbol ͗x est n ͘ denotes an averaging of the estimator x est n (͕s͖) over the activity of neurons ͕s͖ represented by some distribution function P͓͕s͖;x͔, given a stimulus value x ͑in this paper x is a scalar variable͒. The right hand side of the above inequality, which is valid for all unbiased estimation methods, i.e., when ͗x est ͘ϭx ͓17͔, is known as the Cramer-Rao bound. In general, it is not obvious that this lower bound can be reached by an arbitrarily chosen decoding scheme. Nevertheless, there exist some examples where this is possible ͓15,18͔. From Eq. ͑1͒, we see that a population of neurons can optimally ͑in principle͒ extract the value of a stimulus by maximizing I F .
Recently the question of the relationship between population coding accuracy and correlations among neurons attracted much attention ͓19-25͔. In cases where one considers the average activity of neurons, neglecting the temporal pattern of spikes, the answer to this question turned out to be inconclusive both experimentally ͓19,20,24͔ and theoretically ͓6,26͔. That is, there examples were found of increased and decreased accuracy of population coding by correlations. However, when one considers the fine temporal structure of spiking neurons, there are experimental indications that simultaneous firing, i.e., precise temporal correlations, may actually help in coding ͓21-23,25͔.
This paper studies the relation between temporal correlations among neurons and the accuracy of population coding using the concepts of correlation functions and Fisher information. We derive explicit expressions for those quantities in the sparsely connected neural network. Additionally, we determine which of the factors-noise, the type of synaptic coupling, short-term synaptic dynamics, and the size of neuronal population-increase the Fisher information ͑hence improve the coding accuracy͒, and under what circumstances. The Fisher information was studied before in the context of the accuracy of population coding ͓4-6,8,9͔. Those papers either did not consider correlations between neurons ͓4,5͔ or take into account correlations, but neglect the fine temporal structure of neural activity ͓6,8,9͔. In contrast to those papers, we investigate a stochastic network model of spiking coupled neurons with a more general than Poisson dynamics. Specifically, we do not assume any particular type of correlation for noise between neurons. Instead, we assume that the network dynamics is governed by a certain stochastic process caused by some intrinsic noise in the network, as well as by an external stimulus. The resulting correlations between neurons consist of stimulus-driven and stimulus-independent correlations. The latter are the result of intrinsic ''noisy'' dynamics mediated by synaptic coupling. In the approaches of Abbott and Dayan ͓6͔ and Zhang and Sejnowski ͓8͔, one cannot distinguish between these two types of correlations. The network approach taken in this paper provides a natural distinction between them.
The main result of this paper is to show that there is a monotonic relation between stimulus-driven temporal correlations and the accuracy of population coding. This means that the stronger these correlations, the larger the Fisher information and more accurate the coding. However, there is no systematic dependence between stimulus-independent temporal correlations and the Fisher information if the driving input is subthreshold. For suprathreshold inputs, these correlations always lower the coding accuracy. The finding that stimulus-driven temporal correlations between neurons improve the accuracy of coding is consistent with experimental results of Dan et al. ͓25͔.
Additionally, it is shown that there is some nonzero level of noise for subthreshold stimuli for which the Fisher information is optimal. This behavior resembles the phenomenon of the ''stochastic resonance'' found in some parts of the nervous system ͓27-30͔; for a review, see Ref.
͓31͔.
Another finding is that there is a relationship between the type of synaptic coupling and the accuracy of the coding. The Fisher information has a maximum for positive values of synaptic couplings, suggesting that excitatory networks perform better than inhibitory networks. However, inhibitory networks are more broadly tuned, which may, in certain cases, be more advantageous. We made computations for networks with homogeneous couplings between neurons either purely excitatory or purely inhibitory. This greatly simplifies the analysis, which is already complicated.
The dependence of the Fisher information on the time course is linear for inhibitory networks regardless of the strength of synapses and stimulus. Excitatory networks show a different behavior. For weak coupling and weak stimuli, the dependence is linear, whereas for strong coupling with strong stimuli there are two distinct regimes. The initial regime exhibits very fast growth, while a subsequent regime shows slower growth. Possible functional consequences of this behavior are discussed in Sec. V.
The impact of short-term synaptic dynamics on the Fisher information is also studied. It is found that synaptic depression can improve the coding accuracy by an order of magnitude for a network of purely excitatory cells with sufficiently strong coupling and for strong stimuli. On the other hand, synaptic facilitation can decrease the coding accuracy for a population of excitatory cells, but not in such a dramatic way. Short-term synaptic dynamics does not have any noticeable influence on coding for purely inhibitory networks. We also confirm previous findings that the Fisher information grows linearly with the size of the network ͓6͔, and additionally, that it is optimal for narrowly tuned driving inputs ͓8͔, regardless of the fact whether neurons are correlated or not.
The basic ideas and results are provided in the main text of the paper. Details about particular derivations are presented in the Appendixes.
II. NETWORK DYNAMICS
In the presence of noise in a network, the output of a given neuron is represented by the probability that the neuron will fire. This probability, in general, depends on the state of the present and past activities of all neurons in the network; therefore, it is a conditional probability. We model the probability that neuron ␣ is in state s ␣ (kϩ1) at time step kϩ1 by a discrete-time model with a length of a time step as
For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that the activity of neurons in the network can be adequately described by a two-state neuron model, i.e., s ␣ (k)ϭ1 if neuron ␣ fires at time step k, and s ␣ (k)ϭ0 if it does not ͓32,33͔. Symbol ͕s(k)͖ represents the activity of all neurons in the network at time step k. The time unit can be of the order of an effective membrane time constant or refractory period. The parameter is a measure of noise in the network. For ϭ0 the network is noiseless, whereas for ‫ۋ‬ϱ the noise is maximal. In the latter limit the probability of firing ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒, at any given time step k is always equal to 1/2. The choice for the probability given by Eq. ͑2͒ is motivated by the fact that it has a sigmoidal shape as a function of R ␣ (k). This type of stochastic dynamics was pioneered in condensed matter physics in studying Ising-type models with thermal noise ͑for example, cf. Ref. ͓34͔͒. A later, similar dynamics was used by others in other contexts, namely, to study temporal associations ͓35͔ and correlations in the Markov-type neural model ͓36͔.
The function R ␣ (k) in Eq. ͑2͒ contains the entire information about the activity of all other neurons at earlier times up to k step. We represent R ␣ (k) in a standard way:
Here c ␣ (x) is a time-independent driving input or a drive to the neuron ␣ caused by an external stimulus x; is a threshold for firing ͑when noise is absent͒, identical for all neurons; and J ␣␤ (k) is a time-dependent synaptic coupling from the presynaptic neuron ␤ to the postsynaptic neuron ␣. We choose this coupling to be time dependent because we want to include the effect of short-term synaptic plasticity ͓37,38͔. The synaptic coupling is modeled in the form
This form mimics short-term synaptic dynamics effects through the presence of a parameter a(͉a͉Ͻ1). Negative values of a correspond to synaptic facilitation, while its positive values correspond to synaptic depression. Equation ͑4͒ shows that when the presynaptic neuron ␤ fires at time step kϪ1, the synaptic strength from neuron ␤ to neuron ␣ at time step k will be reduced ͑or amplified if aϽ0) by a factor (1Ϫa). Our model of the network dynamics is not Markovian when the short-term synaptic dynamics is taken into account. We recover Markovian dynamics in the limit a‫.0ۋ‬
In Eq. ͑4͒, time-independent coupling J ␣␤ is represented by J ␣␤ ϭJ ͚ ␥ϭ1 N ␦ ␣,␤ϩ␥ , which means that we assume that each presynaptic neuron ␤ is connected to N postsynaptic neurons ␤ϩ1, . . . ,␤ϩN, with the same strength J, where N is a number of synaptic connections. Additionally, we assume that the number of these connections for a given neuron is much smaller than the number of neurons N 0 in the network, i.e., NӶN 0 . Notice that the synaptic coupling is asymmetric; that is, if J ␣␤ 0, then J ␤␣ ϭ0.
In Appendix A we show that the dynamics represented by the probability in Eq. ͑2͒ can be reduced to the Poisson ͑un-correlated͒ dynamics for a subthreshold driving input in the following limits: ͑i͒ no synaptic coupling, J‫;0ۋ‬ ͑ii͒ weak noise, (Ϫc)/ӷ1; and ͑iii͒ long observation time, M ‫ۋ‬ϱ.
III. FISHER INFORMATION
First we determine the Fisher information for a single neuron. This case is easier to analyze, and will enable us to obtain some insights into the more complicated case of many neurons. The latter case is analyzed subsequently.
A. Single neuron
In order to calculate the Fisher information contained in a random signal s(1),s(2), . . . ,s(M ) given the parameter x, where M is the number of time steps, one must determine the joint probability that a neuron at any time kрM was at a certain state s(k). The joint probability P͓s(1),s(2), . . . ,s(M );x͔ given input x, can be written in general as ͓39͔
where s(k) is defined as before. This equation is derived in Appendix B. The form of the conditional probability P͓s(k)͉s(1), . . . ,s(kϪ1);x͔, that the neuron fires at time step k, indicates that it may depend on this neuron's past activity. In the present case, however, there is no history dependence and therefore that probability reduces to 
͑8͒
Substituting Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ into Eq. ͑8͒ and performing the necessary algebra yields ͑cf. Appendix D͒,
The drive c is a function of a stimulus x. In Sec. IV it is shown that the average firing rate is an increasing function of c. This implies that c should depend on x in a fashion qualitatively similar to the way the firing rate depends on x. It is experimentally well established ͓40͔ that the latter dependence, known as a tuning curve, often has a pronounced maximum. Guided by this, in this paper, we assume the following shape for the driving input of the neuron ␣:
where A is the amplitude of the stimulus-induced drive and is the same for every neuron ͑this amplitude is proportional to a contrast of a stimulus, and therefore we will call it also contrast interchangeably͒, is a width of ''sensitivity'' of the drive c ␣ on a stimulus x ( is the same for every neuron͒, and finally x ␣ is the value of a stimulus for which the drive is maximal. One can also view as the parameter characterizing the size of a ''receptive field'' of each neuron. Using the expression on the drive ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒, one can rewrite Eq. ͑9͒. If we additionally average I F over different values x 0 of stimulus for which the drive is maximal ͓x 0 ‫ۋ‬x ␣ in Eq. ͑10͔͒, we obtain
where Ī F ϭ͐ Ϫ1/2 0 1/2 0 dx 0 0 I F , and averaging over x 0 is performed with a uniform distribution 0 . Such averaging may seem artificial in the case of a single neuron; however, for many neurons it is a necessity, since different neurons are, in general, exposed to different driving inputs.
Formula ͑11͒ shows that, for a subthreshold driving input (AϽ), the Fisher information takes a maximal value for a nonzero values of noise . In the limits ‫0ۋ‬ and ‫ۋ‬ϱ, Ī F vanishes. As we will see in Sec. III B, a similar conclusion will be valid for the case of many correlated neurons. Note that a scaling Ī F ϳ Ϫ1 , proposed by Zhang and Sejnowski ͓8͔ in the firing rate type model, is also valid here; it will be valid in the case of many neurons as well. The latter dependence says that narrowly tuned stimulus-driven inputs are more advantageous in terms of information processing ͓4͔.
B. Many neurons
The joint probability P͓͕s(1)͖, . . . ,͕s(M )͖;x͔ in the case of many coupled neurons can be written in general as ͓39͔
where P͓s ␣ (k)͉͕s(1)͖, . . . ,͕s(kϪ1)͖;x͔ is given by Eq. ͑2͒. The above form of the joint probability assumes that the activity of a given neuron at any given time depends on the past activities of all other neurons, and does not depend on those activities at that given time. In other words, we take into account some history-dependent correlations in the network. In our particular model, Eq. ͑12͒ can be further simplified by noting that, in fact, we have P͓s ␣ (k)͉͕s(1)͖, . . . ,͕s(kϪ1)͖;x͔ϵ P͓s ␣ (k)͉͕s(k Ϫ2)͖,͕s(kϪ1)͖;x͔, which is a consequence of the assumed form of the synaptic dynamics ͓compare Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͔͒. To be more explicit, the state of each neuron in kϩ1 time step depends on the pattern of synaptic couplings in the k time step, which in turn depends only on the state of the neurons in the kϪ1 time step. This means that every neuron can ''remember'' what happened in the network up to two time steps back. Derivation of Eq. ͑12͒ is presented in Appendix B.
Having the joint probability, one can determine the Fisher information contained in the activities of the population of neurons in the network. As before, we average I F over a uniform distribution 0 of all ͕x ␣ ͖ for which drives are maximal. We obtain 
FIG. 2.
Dependence of the Fisher information on the noise in the network. In both figures the solid line corresponds to an inhibitory network, and the dashed line to an excitatory network. ͑A͒ The case for the subthreshold driving input. Notice the pronounced maxima for some nonzero level of noise. An excitatory network exhibits additional smaller maximum. ͑B͒ The case for the suprathreshold driving input. Notice that Ī F is maximal for noiseless networks and decays with an increasing level of noise. Parameters used: ͑A͒ Aϭ0.5 and Jϭ0.3 for the excitatory network, and Jϭ Ϫ0.3 for the inhibitory network. ͑B͒ Aϭ1.2, and the synaptic couplings are the same as in ͑A͒. Other parameters are exactly the same as in Fig. 1 .
where Ī F (i) is the averaged Fisher information per time at time step i. In Appendix C we sketch how to perform such averaging. In the limit a‫,0ۋ‬ i.e., when the short-term synaptic plasticity is absent, and for low density 0 , Ī F (i) is given by
with
where integer k 0 ϭ0. Details of derivation of Eq. ͑14͒ are presented in Appendix D. The key assumption in deriving Eq. ͑14͒ is that the observation time M is not too long, so that one can neglect ''recurrent'' effects. From a technical point of view, this means that our expressions are valid as long as M satisfies NM ϽN 0 . This limit greatly simplifies the analysis, and computation of I F (k) can be controlled at any time step k satisfying kϽM .
The Fisher information grows linearly with the number of neurons N 0 in the network ͑keeping the number of connections N per neuron constant͒. This suggests that the coding accuracy improves with increase of the size of the neuronal population. The same conclusion was reached in Ref. ͓6͔ for firing rate models. Also note that the Fisher information is optimal for narrowly tuned driving inputs ͑as before͒, because of the scaling Ī F ϳ Ϫ1 . The dependence of the Fisher information on the ampli- 
FIG. 4.
Dependence of the Fisher information on the time course for excitatory ͑A͒ and inhibitory ͑B͒ networks. In both cases time is measured in units equal to . ͑A͒ For not too strong synaptic couplings (Jϭ0.1) and weak driving inputs (Aϭ0.5), the dependence is almost linear ͑solid line͒. When the input and synapses become strong (Aϭ1.5, Jϭ0.3; dashed line͒ this dependence has two distinct regimes: fast initial growth and later a more slow growth. ͑B͒ Dependence of Ī F on time for inhibitory networks is linear even for large driving inputs and strong synaptic coupling; the solid line corresponds to Aϭ0.5 and JϭϪ0.3, and the dashed line corresponds to Aϭ1.5 and JϭϪ1.0. Inhibitory networks, in general, provide more information about a stimulus ͑note the difference in scale͒.
tude of the drive, noise, synaptic strength, and time was determined numerically using Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒. An important finding, which will be used later, is that Ī F grows with the amplitude A of a drive ͑contrast͒, which means that the stronger the stimulus the better it is for coding. This dependence is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Note that the dependence of Ī F upon noise has a pronounced maximum for some finite if the driving input is subthreshold ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. For a suprathreshold drive ͓Fig.
2͑b͔͒, the Fisher information has a maximum for ϭ0 and decreases monotonically with increasing noise. These behaviors are the same as in the case of a single neuron ͓see Eq. ͑11͔͒. In both cases, however, the noise ''window'' for which the network encodes stimulus optimally is narrow. Dependence of the Fisher information on the synaptic strength ͑Fig. 3͒ reveals an interesting behavior. The peak of Ī F falls to positive values of the synaptic coupling J, which shows that excitatory networks perform better in terms of the population coding. However, this is the case only in the vicinity of the maximum. For positive values of J away from that maximum, Ī F can be much smaller than for negative J. Thus excitatory networks are advantageous over inhibitory ones, but only in a limited range of values of the synaptic couplings. Figure 4 shows that Ī F is a growing function of the observation time M . Again, we find a distinct behavior for excitatory and inhibitory networks. For excitatory networks ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒, when the drive is subthreshold and the synaptic coupling not too strong, Ī F depends almost linearly on time. However, when the drive is suprathreshold and coupling stronger, the growth of Ī F has two phases: the initial phase is very fast, and Ī F reaches substantial values quickly; and the second phase is much slower. For inhibitory networks ͓Fig.
4͑b͔͒, Ī F grows almost linearly with time regardless of the magnitude of the drive and coupling.
Computation of the Fisher information when the shortterm synaptic dynamics is included is more complicated. It can be made a little easier in the case of a network with very sparse connections for which J ␣␤ ϭJ␦ ␣,␤ϩ1 , i.e., when each neuron is connected only to one of the remaining neurons. For such a network one can find ( 0 ‫)0ۋ‬
where functions G (i) and H (i) are given by
In the above expressions k Ϫ1 ϭk 0 ϭn Ϫ1 ϭn 0 ϭ0. One can check that in the limit a‫,0ۋ‬ Eq. ͑16͒ reduces to Eq. ͑14͒ with Nϭ1 ͑for this see Appendix D͒. Notice that also here Ī F ϳN 0 , indicating that larger populations of neurons are more accurate in coding. As before, Eq. ͑16͒ has been solved numerically for different magnitudes of the synaptic plasticity a. The results are displayed in Fig. 5 . For excitatory networks ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒ there can be a substantial increase in the Fisher information by increasing the depression amplitude a(aϾ0), provided the synaptic coupling is strong enough. For example, when J ϭ0.2 (Aϭ0.5), Ī F stays almost constant regardless of a. However, when the coupling is increased, one can notice a dramatic increase in Ī F ; for Jϭ2.3 and threshold-equal driving input (Aϭ1.0, ϭ1.0) there is 50% increase in Ī F obtained by changing a from zero to aϭ0.8; for Jϭ4.0 and suprathreshold driving input (Aϭ1.2, ϭ1.0), there is 500% increase in Ī F ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒. Short-term synaptic facilitation (aϽ0) has the opposite effect on the Fisher information; it reduces Ī F , although not so dramatically. The surprising result is that for inhibitory networks the short-term synaptic plasticity does not have any significant influence on the Fisher information ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒.
IV. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
It this section we study the relationship between temporal correlations among neurons and the accuracy of information processing. One would like to know whether temporal cor-relations are advantageous or harmful for this task. In order to answer this question we calculate correlation functions and compare them with the Fisher information.
The correlation function C ␣␤ between activities of the neurons ␣ and ␤ is defined in a standard way,
where symbol ͗•••͘ denotes averaging over noise, which formally means averaging with respect to the joint probability given by Eq. ͑12͒. This correlation function has the following interpretation. It is a measure of the probability that the neuron ␣ fires at time step kϩ j, provided the neuron ␤ fired at time step k. Note that C ␣␤ takes values only between 0 and 1, since 0рs ␣ (k)р1. The computed below correlation functions are nonstationary ones, since we do not assume that the network is in any equilibrium state ͑although such a state is reached after some initial time͒. Also, formulas below were derived for the case when the short-term synaptic dynamics is absent (a‫.)0ۋ‬ For delay correlation function, i.e., for jу1, we obtain
where the function F 1 (kϩ j) was defined before in Eq. ͑15͒. For equal time correlation function, i.e., for jϭ0, we obtain
where
In Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒, symbol C ␣␤ denotes averaging C ␣␤ over all ͕x ␥ ͖ except x ␣ and x ␤ . The equal time correlation function C ␣␤ (k,0) is a measure of coincidence in the firing of the two neurons ␣ and ␤. This fact makes it a suitable quantity for a comparison with the Fisher information, i.e., with the accuracy of the population coding. An interesting fact to note is that the correlation functions between the two neurons ␣ and ␤ in Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒ are composed of the sum of the two products: factors with the driving inputs c ␣ and c ␤ , and factors with F 1 and F 2 functions. The former factors are directly related to a stimulus, whereas the latter are the network contributions. In the limit J‫,0ۋ‬ i.e., without coupling, only the stimulus-dependent part remains; sums over the F 1 and F 2 functions yield a numerical factor ͓for this see Eq. ͑D14͒ in Appendix D͔. The correlation functions ͓Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͔͒, are nonzero even when a stimulus is absent, i.e., when c ␣ ϭc ␤ ϭ0. We call these types of correlations stimulus-independent correlations. Their existence lies in the fact that there is some intrinsic noise in the network which causes some background spontaneous activity, i.e., neurons fire occasionally even without an external input. If the excitatory synaptic coupling between neurons is strong there can be quite large stimulus-independent correlations. For weak coupling (J‫)0ۋ‬ and for the noiseless network ‫,)0ۋ(‬ stimulusindependent correlations are very weak. This can be seen formally by noting that factors "1ϩtanh͓(nJϪ)/͔…‫0ۋ‬ when ‫.0ۋ‬
When a stimulus is present the drives are nonzero, since they reflect the appearance of a stimulus. The correlation functions are monotonic functions of the drives ͓see factors with tanh containing c ␣ and c ␤ in Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͔͒, i.e., the larger the drives the stronger the correlations between neurons. The correlation is maximal when c ␣ and c ␤ take their maximal values. This can happen only when x ␣ and x ␤ , the values of a stimulus for which driving inputs c ␣ and c ␤ are maximal, are identical. That is, correlation is proportional to the degree of overlap between ''receptive fields'' c ␣ and c ␤ of the two neurons. This type of correlation is termed a stimulus-driven correlation. It is important to note that one cannot, in general, decompose correlation functions into a sum of stimulus-independent and stimulus-dependent parts ͑this is possible only for very weak stimuli; then one can perform a Taylor-series expansion and drop higher order terms͒.
In Fig. 6 , correlation function defined as
is plotted for different values of the synaptic coupling J. One can see a pronounced peak of C ␣␤ ( j) for jϭ0 for excitatory networks, indicating a strong dependence between neurons. For inhibitory networks that peak is much smaller. The half-width of all peaks is approximately equal to 2, which is consistent with the degree of ''memory'' present in the network ͑cf. Sec. V͒.
In Fig. 7 , peaks C ␣␤ (0) of the correlation function are plotted as a function of the amplitude A of the driving inputs. This dependence is monotonic, similar to the dependence of Ī F on A. These two facts indicate that the Fisher information Ī F is proportional to the degree of correlations in a network, if those are stimulus-driven correlations. This result is one of the main results of this paper. Also note that correlations between two neurons are stronger when the locations of the maxima of their drives (x ␣ and x ␤ ) are closer. That is, correlations increase with the degree of overlap of their receptive fields.
The relationship between correlations and noise displays an interesting feature ͑Fig. 8͒. For excitatory networks ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒ correlations are optimal for some nonzero level of noise both for subthreshold and suprathreshold driving inputs. For inhibitory networks ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, correlations always grow with an increasing level of noise, initially quickly and later more slowly, regardless of the value of the drives. These results indicate that the probability of simultaneous firing for cells in an excitatory network is large for some intermediate noise, whereas for cells in inhibitory networks this probability grows with an increasing level of noise. This type of behavior is different from the dependence of the Fisher in- FIG. 5 . Dependence of the Fisher information on the short-term synaptic plasticity parameter a for excitatory ͑A͒ and inhibitory ͑B͒ networks. ͑A͒ The solid line corresponds to Jϭ4.0 and Aϭ1.2, the dash-dotted line to Jϭ2.3 and Aϭ1.0, and the dashed line to J ϭ0.2 and Aϭ0.5. Notice a dramatic increase in the Fisher information for strong stimuli and strong synaptic coupling. ͑B͒ The solid line corresponds to JϭϪ0.2 and Aϭ0.5, the dashed line to Jϭ Ϫ1.5 and Aϭ0.9, and the dash-dotted line to JϭϪ4.0 and A ϭ1.2. Notice that the Fisher information stays ͑almost͒ intact regardless of the amplitude of the short-term synaptic dynamics a.
Background noise: ϭ1. formation on the noise ͑Fig. 2͒, suggesting that there is no explicit relation between Ī F and the stimulus-independent correlations. This result is also one of the main results of this paper.
We also derived the average firing rate, which is proportional to ͗s ␣ (k)͘. For very low density 0 we obtain
where symbol s ␣ denotes averaging the quantity s ␣ with respect to all ͕x ␤ ͖ but x ␣ . This expression shows that the average firing rate of the ␣th neuron, which is equal to ͗s ␣ ͘/, is a monotonic function of the driving input c ␣ .
Because of the noise, this neuron will fire occasionally even when the driving input is absent. Notice the network contribution through the presence of the F 1 functions. In the limit J‫,0ۋ‬ i.e., when there is no coupling between neurons, the network contribution disappears and Eq. ͑23͒ reduces to
which is a well known sigmoidal dependence of the firing rate on a driving input. Expressions ͑23͒ and ͑24͒ are consistent with an experimental fact from V1 of a cat that the firing rate of a cell increases with contrast A ͓40͔, which is proportinal to c ␣ . In Appendix D we sketch how to obtain ͗s ␣ (k)͘ and ͗s ␣ (kϩ j)s ␤ (k)͘.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The main result of this paper is in establishing a mutual relation between quasiprecise ͑see below͒ temporal correlations among neurons and the accuracy of the population coding. A quantitative measure of the accuracy of the population coding is provided by the Fisher information. This quantity was determined for both purely excitatory and purely inhibitory networks, in the limit of a not too long observation time when recurrent effects can be neglected, and compared with the maxima of the cross-correlation functions C ␣␤ (0) for two arbitrary neurons. If the change in the correlations between neurons is caused by a stimulus, then the Fisher information changes accordingly in a monotonic fashion. That is, if the amplitude of the drive increases then both the Fisher information ͑Fig. 1͒ and the temporal correlations ͑Fig. 7͒ grow. In Fig. 9 we display this one-to-one correspondence between the Fisher information and the stimulus-driven temporal correlations C ␣␤ (0) stim between two arbitrary neurons ␣ and ␤. This figure suggests that this type of correlation improves the coding accuracy. On the other hand, if the change in the correlations is caused by an intrinsic change in the network, such as the change in the level of noise, then there can be no monotonicity between such stimulusindependent correlations and the Fisher information. This can be seen by comparing the dependence of Ī F and C ␣␤ (0) on the level of noise ͑Fig. 2 vs Fig. 8͒ . Specifically, one can note that C ␣␤ (0) depends on the noise in the same fashion for both subthreshold and suprathreshold drives. This should be contrasted with the dependence of Ī F upon noise, and the fact that subthreshold and suprathreshold signals yield different behaviors. In Fig. 10 , we display the relationship between Ī F and these stimulus-independent correlations C ␣␤ (0) noise . For subthreshold inputs, there is no monotonicity between these two quantities, and one can note many scattered points in Figs. 10͑a͒ and 10͑c͒ . This pecular pattern is a consequence of the fact that in some intervals correlation is a double-valued function of the Fisher information. For suprathreshold inputs, stimulus-independent correlations are almost always harmful to the coding accuracy.
The above result that only stimulus-driven correlations always increase the accuracy of coding can be understood using the concept of mutual information. The mutual information I mut between activities of neurons and stimulus is a measure of their mutual dependency. Whenever the stimulus is changing, the output of the network changes accordingly and I mut provides a quantitative measure of this change. Since mutual information is directly related to the Fisher information in a monotonic way ͓5͔, this suggests that there should be a monotonic relationship between the stimulus and the Fisher information. This is why stimulus-driven correlations should improve the accuracy of population coding.
Our conclusion about the relationship between stimulusdriven correlations and the accuracy of coding is in agreement with experiment and analysis of Dan et al. ͓25͔. Those authors studied the role of precise temporal correlations in a visual coding, and found that reconstruction of a stimulus is more accurate if these correlations are taken into account. They also found that temporal correlations between neurons are stronger for pairs of neurons with more greatly overlapping receptive fields. This is also consistent with our results ͑see Fig. 7͒ .
The precision of temporal correlations between neurons in the model studied in this paper is probably not too high. The length of the time bin is of the order of an effective membrane time constant, which is about 10-20 ms. For this reason, we are unable to say anything about correlations at smaller time scale 1-2 ms, relevant for a single spike width. Nevertheless, within this model one can still take into account the temporal pattern of spikes.
The level of intrinsic noise in the network also has an influence on the population coding. We found that this influ- FIG. 9 . The Fisher information vs stimulus-driven temporal correlations C ␣␤ (0) stim . We varied the amplitude A of the driving input, and examined how the Fisher information and correlations were changing. ͑A͒ Excitatory network with Jϭ0.2; the solid line corresponds to x ␣ Ϫx ␤ ϭ0.8, and the dashed line to x ␣ Ϫx ␤ ϭ0.1. ͑B͒ Inhibitory network with JϭϪ0.2 and with the same graphical convention as in ͑A͒. Note that the Fisher information is a monotonic function of this type of correlation between neurons. ence depends strongly on the magnitude of the drive. If the amplitude of the drive is subthreshold, then the Fisher information has a maximum for some finite noise ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. If the amplitude is suprathreshold then the Fisher information decreases with increasing noise ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒, and is optimal when the noise is absent. In other words, the accuracy of coding is optimal for slightly noisy networks if the signal is subthreshold, and if the signal is suprathreshold the accuracy is optimal for noiseless networks. This behavior resembles the phenomenon of stochastic resonance ͓27-31͔, with the subtle difference that noise considered in this paper is an intrinsic property of the network, and not applied externally as in the standard stochastic resonance phenomenon. In the latter case there have been studies about the degree of coherence between the output and input of a system or information transfer, i.e., a mutual information, as a function of an external noise. The explanation for the noise-dependent behavior is as follows. When a signal is weak ͑subthreshold͒ then neurons fire very infrequently. The intrinsic noise can enhance the signal from time to time, such that the resulting signal crosses a threshold and there is an increase in the firing rate. This, in turn, increases the information transfer, since the latter is a monotonic function of the former for low firing rates ͓42,43͔. For a higher level of noise, the signal is dominated by noise; therefore, it becomes more difficult to say something about the original signal. In the opposite regime, when the signal is strong ͑suprathreshold͒ then neurons fire very often. In such circumstances increasing the level of noise disrupts the signal, and hence decreases the information transfer ͑mutual information͒ and therefore reduces the Fisher information.
Note that the Fisher information can be much larger for suprathreshold stimuli ͓compare scales in Figs. 2͑a͒ and  2͑b͔͒ . Also, it is apparent that purely inhibitory networks are FIG. 10 . The Fisher information vs stimulus-independent temporal correlations C ␣␤ (0) noise . We varied the level of noise, and examined how the Fisher information and correlations were changing. Cases ͑A͒ and ͑B͒ correspond to excitatory networks with Jϭ0.3 and the driving inputs: subthreshold (Aϭ0.5) ͑A͒, and suprathreshold (Aϭ1.2) ͑B͒. Cases ͑C͒ and ͑D͒ correspond to inhibitory networks with JϭϪ0.3 and the driving inputs: subthreshold (Aϭ0.5) ͑C͒, and suprathreshold (Aϭ1.2) ͑D͒. Notice that for subthreshold driving inputs there is no monotonicity between stimulus-independent correlations and the Fisher information ͓cases ͑A͒ and ͑C͔͒. For some intervals correlation C ␣␤ (0) noise is a double-valued function of the Fisher information I F . This is the reason why there are many scattered points in ͑A͒ and ͑C͒. For suprathreshold inputs noise-induced correlations almost always decrease the Fisher information ͓cases ͑B͒ and ͑D͔͒. more broadly tuned to noise than purely excitatory networks. This feature might serve as one of the functional distinctions between these two types of networks.
Another example when inhibitory networks are more broadly tuned than excitatory ones is depicted in Fig. 3 . One can see that the accuracy of the population coding is optimal for excitatory networks, but that inhibitory networks are more ''flexible'' because they are more broadly tuned. Excitatory networks perform optimally for a synaptic strength at about 0.15-0.2 of the value of the background noise.
The dependence of the Fisher information on the time course is presented in Fig. 4 . The almost linear dependence of Ī F on time can change into piecewise linear or nonlinear for sufficiently strong stimuli and for strong synaptic strength for excitatory networks. In that case, there can be a very rapid initial growth in Ī F followed by a subsequent slower increase. This means that under certain conditions the processing of information about a stimulus can be very fast. There are experimental indications that a visual system processes information ͑face recognition͒ very quickly, at times of the order of hundreds of milliseconds or even faster ͓41,44-46͔, despite significant conduction delays caused by many recurrent cortical connections. This may suggest that the visual system uses basically a feedforward mechanism in early processing, with only a minor contribution coming from the recurrent connections ͓41͔. However, we are unable to address this question explicitly within our approach, since the network architecture considered in this paper neglects recurrent connections, and this fact is clearly a limitation of the approach. Moreover, our network architecture is uniform with respect to the values of synaptic strength ͑it is either purely excitatory or purely inhibitory͒. Mixed networks could produce a more complex behavior.
The model for the short-term synaptic dynamics described by Eq. ͑4͒ neglects the resource ͑neurotransmitters͒ recovery. This process, which typically takes rec Ϸ100 ms, can be incorporated into the model, in Eq. ͑4͒, by substituting sum a ͚ jϭ1 kϪ1 s ␤ ( j)exp͓Ϫ(kϪj)/ rec ͔ for as ␤ (kϪ1), where is the time bin. Because the duration of the time bin is ϳ10-20 ms, exponents with low j decay rapidly and the major contribution to the sum yield the last few presynaptic spikes. The analysis in this paper is restricted only to the last presynaptic spike, i.e., the term s ␤ (kϪ1). This term should capture the essence of the influence of the short-term synaptic dynamics on the accuracy of coding. The remaining terms in the sum would have an effect on the temporal correlations between neurons, leading to a broadening of peaks in the time-dependent correlation functions ͑Fig. 6͒. The characteristic width of those peaks, which characterizes the degree of memory in the network, would be of the order of rec /.
The results of this work suggest that the short-term synaptic dynamics has an impact on the coding accuracy only for purely excitatory networks ͑Fig. 5͒. Depression and facilitation have opposite effects. That is, the former increases, and the latter decreases, the accuracy of coding. To gain an intuitive understanding of this behavior, note that depression, in general, reduces redundancy in a signal transmited between synaptically connected cells. On the other hand, facilitation enhances redundancy, because it amplifies the subsequent signals. Redundancy in a signal always decreases the information content ͓47͔. Therefore, depression increases information transfer, whereas facilitation decreases it. Depressing synapses are especially optimal for very strong stimuli ͑suprathreshold͒ in networks with strong excitatory synaptic couplings ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒. This modulatory behavior of excitatory synapses may have important functional consequences for information processing in neural networks, e.g., in input layers of the cerebral cortex.
The fact that purely inhibitory networks are insensitive to short-term synaptic dynamics in terms of the population coding can be understood in the following way. By their nature, inhibitory synapses inhibit other cells from firing, reducing the information transfer between cells. For that reason, whether there is some process which modulates inhibitory synapses or not, it should not have any dramatic influence on the information transfer. Therefore, the accuracy of coding should stay unaffected. This conclusion is also consistent with Fig. 3 .
Finally, the results of this paper confirm the previous finding ͓6͔ that the Fisher information is proportional to the number of neurons encoding information, regardless of the degree of correlations between them. This result suggests that larger networks should be more accurate ͑in principle͒ in decoding information about stimuli.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix we show how to reduce the dynamics of the model presented in this paper to the Poisson dynamics. Reduction to the Poisson uncorrelated dynamics is obtained when ͑i͒ there is no synaptic connections between neurons, i.e., in the limit J‫;0ۋ‬ ͑ii͒ the noise is weak and the input is subthreshold, i.e., in the limits (Ϫc)/ӷ1 and cϽ; and ͑iii͒ the observation time M is large, i.e., in the limit M ‫ۋ‬ϱ.
Probability that the neuron ␣ is at state s ␣ (k) at time step k is given by Eq. ͑2͒ in the text. When the condition ͑i͒ above is satisfied, this equation reduces to
Now including the second condition ͑ii͒ yields
After insertion of this into Eq. ͑A1͒, one obtains the probability of firing P͓1͔ at any time step k given by
In our network case we assume that the neuron A at any time t k does not ''know'' anything about the activity of the neuron B at that time. In other words, we assume that there is a certain small delay in information transfer. This assumption corresponds to the requirement that b k does not depend on a k , and vice versa, so that 
In the case of N 0 neurons one can easily generalize Eq. ͑B5͒ to
where s ␣ (k) is the activity of the ␣th neuron at time t k . This equation is exactly Eq. ͑12͒ in the text.
APPENDIX C
In this appendix we show how to perform averaging over the distribution of the centers of the driving inputs ͕x ␣ ͖. We assume that the maxima of the drives are independent on each other and are uniformly distributed with density 0 . Thus, for any quantity Q͓c 1 (x), . . . ,c N 0 (x)͔, depending on the driving inputs ͕c ␣ ͖ of all neurons, we have
͑C1͒
Performing the necessary algebra to the lowest order in density 0 yields
͑C2͒
The last equality can be further simplified for sparse density 0 , when 2 0 N 0 Ӷ1. In this limit we obtain
We will make use of this formula in Appendix D.
APPENDIX D
In this appendix we sketch how to derive the Fisher information ͓Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑16͔͒, as well as the correlation functions ͓Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͔͒.
Derivation of the Fisher information
The first step is to rewrite the Fisher information ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒, in a more convenient form, since the joint probability P͓͕s͖;x͔ is normalized, i.e., ͚ ͕s͖ P͓͕s͖;x͔ϭ1. Next, using the fact that the joint probability P͓͕s͖;x͔ is represented by Eq. ͑12͒ in the text, we obtain
P͓͕s͖;x͔ P͓s ␤ ͑ i ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑iϪ1 ͖͒;x͔ P͓s ␥ ͑ j ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑ jϪ1 ͖͒;x͔ ϫ ‫ץ‬ P͓s ␤ ͑ i ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑iϪ1 ͖͒;x͔ ‫ץ‬x ‫ץ‬ P͓s ␥ ͑ j ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑ jϪ1 ͖͒;x͔ ‫ץ‬x . ͑D2͒
The second term on the right hand side of the above equation vanishes. To see this, note that
͑D3͒
Thus one can write the Fisher information as
P͓͕s͑1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑ M ͖͒;x͔
͑D5͒
One can interpret I F (k) as the Fisher information per time at kth time step.
a. Single neuron
Using Eqs. ͑D4͒ and ͑D5͒ one can derive Eq. ͑9͒ in the main text. In this case N 0 ϭ1, and the Fisher information at time step k reads
where we summed over all ͕s͖ but s(k) using the fact that
P͓s(l);x͔ϭ1 ͓see Eq. ͑D9͒ below͔. Next steps are straightforward. Using Eq. ͑6͒, summing over s(k), and using Eq. ͑D4͒, one obtains Eq. ͑9͒ in the text.
b. Many neurons
Since our I F depends on the driving inputs ͕c ␣ ͖ of all neurons with different locations of maxima ͕x ␣ ͖, one must average I F over those ͕x ␣ ͖. In Appendix C we performed such averaging for any quantity Q depending on ͕c ␣ ͖. We can make use of Eq. ͑C3͒ from Appendix C and write
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑D7͒ disappears. This is due to the fact that it does not depend on the driving inputs, or equivalently that P͓͕s(1)͖, . . . ,͕s(M )͖͔ does not depend on x, and therefore a derivative with respect to x in Eq. ͑D5͒ yields zero. Thus, to find Ī F one must find I F (0, . . . ,0,c ␣ ,0, . . . ,0), which is present in the second term on the right hand side in Eq. ͑D7͒. Below we sketch how to do this.
Absence of the short-term synaptic dynamics
First, let us calculate I F (1) . According to Eq. ͑D5͒, we have
The first summation after the second equality sign is performed over all ͕s(1)͖, . . . ,͕s(M )͖ except s ␣ (1). All these sums give 1, since
The remaining sum over s ␣ (1) is easy to perform:
The term I F (2) is calculated as follows
P͓s ␤ ͑ 3 ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒,͕s͑ 2 ͖͒;x͔•••P͓s ␤ ͑ M ͉͕͒s͑ 1 ͖͒, . . . ,͕s͑ M Ϫ1 ͖͔͒ ͪ .
͑D11͒
By the same argument as above, the summation over all ͕s͖ different from ͕s(1)͖ and s ␣ (2) yields 1. The summation over s ␣ (2) yields a similar result as before for I F (1) , with substitution R ␣ (1) for R ␣ (0). After that, one can write 
͑D12͒
Note that products in Eq. ͑D12͒ after the second equality contain N terms. This reflects the fact that the ␣th neuron is connected to N other neurons denoted by ␣ϩ1, ␣ϩ2, . . . ,␣ϩN. The rest of terms I F (k) are performed in the similar fashion. Term I F (3) is equal to ͑as one can expect by analogy͒
The key assumption in deriving Eqs. ͑D10͒, ͑D12͒, and ͑D13͒ is NӶN 0 . As long as the observation time M is not too long, i.e., when M satisfies the condition NM ϽN 0 , the formulas for I F (k) have the above relatively simple form. This is due to the fact that for such short times recurrent effects will not yet appear.
Next, using explicit form for the driving input c ␣ ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒, we can perform integration of I F (k) over x according to Eq. ͑D7͒. Only terms with cosh depend on x. The result is Eq. ͑14͒ in the text.
In the limit J‫,0ۋ‬ the Fisher information for many neurons given by Eqs. ͑13͒-͑15͒ reduces to Ī F ͑multiplied by the number of neurons N 0 ) for a single neuron ͓Eq. ͑11͔͒. To see this, note that for J‫0ۋ‬ we have (iϪ1) . ͑D14͒
Inclusion of the short-term synaptic dynamics
Slightly more complicated is calculation of Ī F when short-term synaptic dynamics, i.e., when a 0, is included. Repeating the same steps as before, one obtains Eq. ͑16͒ in the text. For the sake of consistency, we show below that Eq. ͑16͒ reduces to Eq. ͑14͒ in the limit a‫.0ۋ‬ In this limit the G (i) function does not depend on ͕n͖ indices, and we are able to sum over ͕n͖. 
͑D16͒
If we now identify index m with k iϪ1 and insert the result of the summation into Eq. ͑16͒, we obtain Eq. ͑14͒ with Nϭ1.
Derivation of the correlation functions
Analogically, one can determine ͗s ␣ (k)͘ and ͗s ␣ (kϩ j)s ␤ (k)͘. As an example, we show how to derive ͗s ␣ (k)͘. According 
͑D19͒
We see a similar pattern as before in deriving the Fisher information. Now, by analogy, it is not difficult to write the whole sum, and the result is Eq. ͑23͒ in the text. In a similar manner, one can determine ͗s ␣ (kϩ j)s ␤ (k)͘.
